Theater Headlines

The most frequent reviews of movies currently running during or after the theater is eye strain. People who use the full energy of their eyes to see the movies are often unconscious of this strain. In the attempt to see all the things constantly focused exercise the nerves and center of the brain in the world’s market that they were in 1924 there were no such artifices present. If there was any trouble, the woodworker would be getting higher prices than he was getting.

American growers know that the higher prices are obtained for their crops abnormal and are getting out of the business by selling their wools. The woodworkers of Oregon are not depending on woodwork yet or otherwise to make a living. They know that a normal world’s clip will come along and that they will be selling their foreign wool, and they are getting under.

Lake Country Examiner

Fourth of July Clothes

The man who would be carefully and comfortably dressed on July 4th will find it easy to select his apparel among the suits of Hart Schaffner & Marx Good Clothes.

None but the latest fabrics, and only the better styles are among our assortment. The prices are within your reach. Suits,

$22.50 to $30.00

The Season’s Newest in Hats, at $2.50 and $3.00

Soft Suits in many fine fabrics at $1.00 to $2.50.

ож